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ABSTRACT

In this paper, a bottom-up integration structure to model tone
influence at various levels is proposed. At acoustic level, pitch
is extracted as a continuous acoustic variable. At phonetic level,
we treat the main vowel with different tones as different
phonemes. In triphone building phase, we evaluated a set of
questions about tone for each decision tree node. At word level,
a set of tone change rules was used to build transcription for
training data and word lattice for decoding. At sentence level,
some sentence ending words with light tone are added to system
vocabulary. Integration at these five levels experimentally drops
the word error rate from 9.9 to 7.8 on a Chinese continuous
speech dictation task.

1. INTRODUCTION

Most state-of-art HMM-based speech recognition systems
employ a hierarchical structure shown in figure 1 to model
events at different levels. Based on the fact that speech is
statistically stationary over a sufficiently short period of time
(between 5 and 100 msec), windows of input speech, at acoustic
level, are firstly encoded as feature vectors. At phonetics level,
segments of acoustic features associated with a same phonetic
unit (phoneme) are then modelled by a Hidden Markov Model.
At word level, lattices are constructed for each word by
concatenating the phonetic HMMs according to their
pronunciation in a dictionary.  At sentence level, a search
network with word nodes are finally dynamicly built and pruned
according to current active paths and n-gram language model.
With this bottom-up structure, we can easily build knowledge
about acoustics, phonetics, words and syntax into recognition
systems for performance improvement purpose.

Chinese speech recognition systems basically share the same
bottom-up structure with those for English and other languages.
To get exclusive performance, some characteristics must be
considered in design of Chinese continuous speech recognition
systems. Chinese is a tonal syllablic language. Each syllalble is
assigned one of four or five tones. Tonality plays a significant
role in distinguishing meaning. Syllalbles of the same phonetic
structures but with different tones usually convey different
meaning. Thereof, tone is an essential part for Chinese speech
recognition.

Tone recognition has been the focal point of Chinese speech
recognition for decades. A large number of research papers on
this subject have been published. The commonly used method is

to recognize the base syllable (initials and finals) and tone
separately: the base syllables are recognized by the conventional
HMM-based method used (for example) in English. The tone of
a syllable can be recognized by classifying the pitch contour of
that syllable using discriminative rules. The recognition of toned
syllables is a combination of the recognition of based syllables
and the recognition of tones. This method, if possible in
isolated-syllable speech recognition, is not applicable in the
continuous case. First, in continuous speech recognition, the
boundaries of the syllables are not well-defined. The boundaries
are determined at the end of the entire recognition process. It is
very difficult to provide syllable boundary information in the
early stages of acoustic recognition. Second, the actual tone
contour of a syllable with a five tone depends on the phonetic
context. The rules to determine tones from the pitch contours, is
possible, will be very complicated.

In recent years, research units have shown great interest in tone
integration to Chinese continuous speech recognition systems.
They have successfully improved the system performance by
treating pitch as one of the acoustic parameters, same as cepstra
or energy. But they didn't see the tone from a system view. In
other word, the tone knowledge at other levels was ignored by
these systems.

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

From a system view, tone has an influence on events at all levels
in a bottom-up recognition structure. At the acoustics level, the
five lexical tones are specified by the pitch contours. At
phonetics level, tone is associated with the final parts,
particularly with vowel or nasalvowel. At word level, for
example, when two third tone syllables are read together, the
tone of the former one will be changed to the second tone. In
other words, the former syllable's pronunciation is influenced by
the right context. At sentence level, different sentence patterns
have different light tone endings.

In our Chinese continuous dictation system, tone is modeled at
various levels in a bottom-up recognition structure. At acoustic
level, we treat pitch as a continuous acoustic variable. To make
pitch estimation from a frame easy to be modeled by Gaussian
distribution, we also connected two voiced sections by an
exponential decay function plus a random noise and design a
frequency domain filter to remove spark points. Integration of
pitch feature into the feature frames dropped, in a typical
experiment, the word error rate from 9.9% to 8.5%. At phonetic
level, we treat the main vowel with different tones as different
phonemes. Some light tone phonemes were also added to the
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phone set. In triphone building phase, we evaluated a set of
questions about tone for each decision tree node. In our
experiments, the tone integration at phonetic level cut the error
rate down from 8.5% to 7.8%. At word level, a set of tone
change rules was used to build transcription for training data
and word lattice for decoding. This contributes 0.4 percent word
error rate reduction to system performance improvement. At
sentence level, some sentence ending words with light tone are
added to system vocabulary.

Table 1 shows how the integration at the above levels contribute
to the word error rate reduction in a typical experiment.

3. FEATURES

3.1 Extract pitch feature at acoustic level
At acoustic level, pitch is extracted from speech signal using
AMDF [1], in addition to the pitch values, MFCC and their first,
second derivatives of those parameters are also taken as
components of the acoustic feature vectors. According to the
general understanding, pitch can only be defined for voiced
frames of speech. For silence and unvoiced sections, pitch does
not exist. Figure 2 shows the measured pitch contour of a four-
syllable phrase, using a AMDF approach. As seen from figure 2,
during silence frames and the frames of unvoiced consonants,
the pitch is undetermined. At those frames, the derivative will
become zero. At the boundary of a voiced section and an
unvoiced section, the derivatives of pitch would become infinity.
In both cases, serious problems will occur during training and
decoding. we use the following smoothing treatment to solve
this problem.
1. a running average is calculated based on all valid points.
2. At the beginning of an utterance, the pitch value is defined

as the running average plus a random noise.
3. When the speech proceeds from a voiced section to an

unvoiced section, the pitch is defined as exponential decay
function towards the running average, plus a random noise.

4. The entire signal is passing through a frequency domain
low-pass filter to remove spikes.

The addition of random noise to the unvoiced section is found to
be necessary for avoiding zero variance in frame where pitch is
not a significant variable. Figure 3 shows the pitch after
smoothing for the same utterance as in figure 2. As shown, it is
a well-behaved parameter which can be processed the same way
as a cepstrum. Also the logarithm of pitch is taken.

Our observations to the pitch contours of continuous Chinese
language revealed the following facts: 1) the tone information is
concentrated in the pitch behavior of the main vowel of a
syllable. In other words, the pitch information of the main vowel
alone determines the tone of the entire syllable. 2) the context
dependence of pitch contour of a syllable can be expressed as
the effect of the pitch contours of neighboring main vowels. 3)
in continuous mandarin , both the average values of the pitch
and the time-derivative of pitch near the center of the main
vowel are equally important in determining the tones. 4) there is
a balance between the accuracy and smoothness of pitch
estimation, especially at boundaries from voice part to unvoiced
parts.

3.2. Phonemes with Tone

At phonetic level, we treat the main vowel with different tone as
different phonemes. In continuous speech, the pitch contours of
syllables with different tones are simply characterized as high
(1), rising (2), low (3), and falling (4). A basic tonal phoneme
set consists of 178 units. Our final system differs from the
conventional phoneme system for mandarin in the fifth or light
toned phoneme subset. By adding the fifth tone units, the
number of tonemes are increased to 185. We also add a
pronunciation with the fifth tone to some words.

In triphone building phase, we also evaluated a set of questions
about tone for each decision tree node.

3.3. Tone change rules
At the word level, we consider 9 tone change rules. They are
four rules for words with 3 syllables are:

1. 333->223
2. 1*3->123
3. 2*3->223
4. 4*3->423

Here for example rule "333->223" means that words with three
third toned syllables are pronounced as second tone for the first
two syllables and third tone for the last syllable. Rule "1*3-
>123" means that any toned second syllable in words with light
toned first syllable and third toned last syllable are pronounced
as second toned syllable.

One rule for words with 2 third toned syllables is "33->23",
which means the third toned syllable followed by a third toned
syllable is pronounced as second toned syllable.

The 4 rules are for words with first syllable word being one of "
一， 七， 八，不" followed by the forth toned syllable, in this
case the words "一，七，八，不" are pronounced with second
tone.

The above 9 tone change rules are used to build transcription for
training utterances and pronunciation lattices for decoding. This
contributed 0.4 absolute percent word error rate reduction.

3.4. Sentence ending words modeling
There are some sentence ending words that are not
included in the pronunciation dictionary. Also the
pronunciation variation of these words when they are in
the ending place of a sentence are not included in the
dictionary. We add nearly 20 sentence ending words and
with pronunciation variation to the pronunciation
dictionary. In our experiments, the sentence ending word
modeling result in a 0.4 percent word error rate reduction.

4. SUMMARY

In this paper, we describe a bottom-up tone integration structure
for Chinese continuous speech recognition, and experiment
results of integration of tone information at acoustic, phonetic,
word, and sentence levels in terms of word error rate.
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table 1: word error rate reduction by tone integration 
at various levels.
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Figure 1: Hierarchical Structure for State-of-art Speech Recognition Systems



Figure 2: measured pitch contour of a sentence

Figure 2: measured pitch contour of a sentence

Figure 3: pitch contour after continuation processing

Figure 3: pitch contour after continuation processing
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